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Ken & Patti Kintner
.

The Schedule is FULL – LETS RIDE!
Since the last newsletter we have spent a lot of time with our Chapter Members. The
Mall Show, men’s ride to Tennessee, our Chapter W Breakfast and Wednesday night
dinner rides. So far Patti & I have ridden to all the Dinner Rides in May and a couple in
April. It’s good to get back on the bike & ride! After all, the love of riding motorcycles is
what brings us all together. With that in mind, riding is what the future brings to us and
hopefully to you as well.
Patti & I attended the Spring Officer Meeting in Midland along with Chapter Educator
Craig White & Ed & Vicki Philo. Ed & Vicki were installed as our Chapter W Assistant
Directors. The meeting was run by Region D Director Roger Hurley. There was much
talk about our upcoming District Rally which will be in Midland. At the Fall officer meeting, the District Team collected information from all the Chapters in attendance, then
used that information to plan our 2012 rally. Chapter V2 is the host chapter and has
contributed in many ways to make YOUR District Rally’s details all come together. They
have lined up sponsors and many of them are giving us discounts on food & lodging.
The light parade and awards will take place in the Wal-Mart parking lot so the public can
watch. Also they are trying to secure an offsite lot for Top Gun. Again so the public can
see a little bit of what we do… The Michigan Team has come up with an early bird registration offer that will save you money! If you pre-register by mail before June 1st you
will only pay $20.00 per person! June 2nd thru July 15th the price is $25.00 per person.
After the deadline, onsite registration is $35.00 and day passes are $18.00. So SAVE
by registering NOW! Patti & I are camping right at the fairgrounds, so come on and join
in the fun!
Before I forget – THANK YOU! To everyone who helped out with our Chapter Breakfast. The numbers were down a bit – but we all still had a great time! Maybe a later
date would work better? We might think about that for next year… All Member feedback is welcome and appreciated. Let us know what you think.
For those of you who didn’t make the last meeting – WE HAVE CHANGED OUR RIDE
MEETING PLACE! Due to the construction on South Main – Until further notice – all
rides will start at the Family Kitchen Parking Lot on the corner of Treat Hwy & US 223.
Coming up in June we have W2’s Birthday Picnic, a ride to Chapter E after the Gathering, a Zukey Lake Saturday dinner ride, and the D2 Fun Run. All that takes place between Memorial Day and Wing Ding. It sounds like enough to get our 2012 riding season off to a great start!
Until next month – Make sure you bike is in good working order, fill your tank & come
ride with us!

Ride Safe,
Ken & Patti Kintner
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Road Captains:
Cal & Beth DeLine
(517) 263-1550
Scott & Sherri Griewahn
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Ken & Patti Kintner
(517) 902-9893
Ron & Marlene McKimmy
(517) 263-0384
Kent & Annette Naugle
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Dick & Karen Papworth
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Fred & Randa Probst
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FUN Fairy REPORT
Patti Kintner
Fun Fairy Here:
Don’t forget to send in your Michigan Rally Registration
by June 1st to get the best deal.
Prices go up on June 2nd.
Please come and ride with your chapter members. There is
a ride most every weekend starting in June.
Here are some things to think about:
Saddlebags can never hold everything you want, but they
CAN hold everything you need.
The only good view of a thunderstorm is in your rearview
mirror
Only Bikers understand why dogs love to stick their heads
out car windows.
Riding faster than everyone else only guarantees you'll
ride alone.
If you don't ride in the rain-you don't ride.
Winter is Nature’s way of telling you to polish.
Keep your bike in good repair: Motorcycle boots are NOT
comfortable for walking.
A good long ride can clear your mind, restore your faith,
and use up a lot of gasoline.
Patti

2012 Couple of the Year
Cal & Beth DeLine
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Our newsletter is supported by 50/50 sales held at the Chapter Gatherings. Showing up at he monthly gathering or meeting and buying a 50/50 ticket is all it takes
to cover the cost of your newsletter. It would be GREAT to see all of you there
more often. Also, color printing costs the chapter much more than B&W. So the
mailed newsletters are now printed in Black & White. If you have internet access
and signup for emailed newsletters—you not only save the chapter postage, but
the printing costs as well! When you view the newsletter online, it is in FULL
COLOR and you can print it in color if you choose. Contact Ken Kintner to be added
to the email list. You will get an email each month when the newsletter is ready!
Also if you know of anyone who would like to receive our newsletter by mail or
email. Please contact Ken at 902-9893 or Email: ken@vplenawee.com
We openly welcome new members!
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Craig & Tanya White

Group Riding - Size Matters
Rubber Band Effect
By: James R. Davis

While most of us know that it takes about 1 second to recognize and begin to react to a threat ahead of us, it usually takes from 2 to 3
seconds for riders to recognize and begin to react to a change in speed (increase) of the bike in front of them when they are riding in
a group.
A couple of seconds doesn't sound like much, I'm sure, but while at 2 seconds a small group of bikes can usually manage rather well,
at 3 seconds some serious problems result. This is particularly true if there are more than six bikes in the group.
The following, I hope, will convince those of you that lead group rides to behave with new caution.
At 60 MPH your bike moves 88 feet per second. Assuming that you maintain a 1-second gap between bikes in the group then each is
about 88 feet behind the next one. At 70 MPH the gaps would be about 103 feet.
A trivial example first - let's say that the lead bike increases speed from 60 MPH to 70 MPH. It takes about 2 seconds to do so if you
are casual about it (using an acceleration rate of 7.5 fps/s) though you could do it in half that time. What happens to all the bikes behind that lead bike?
Most people, I assume, think that each will, in turn, simply follow suit. That is, each will also accelerate modestly at the rate of about
7.5 fps/s (5 MPH/Sec) and, thus, maintain 'the group'. That is not at all what actually happens.
After the first second of modest acceleration by the lead bike the distance between the second bike and the first one has grown from
88 feet to 92 feet and one second later the gap has become 103 feet. By coincidence this is exactly what the new distance between
bikes should be while riding at 70 MPH. However, the second bike has not yet even begun to accelerate and is now moving 10 MPH
slower than the bike ahead of it.
It follows, of course, that the gap between the bikes will continue to grow until the second bike is also moving at 70 MPH - 2 or 3
seconds later.
That is, if the second bike realizes that the first one is pulling away from him and begins to accelerate his own bike within only 2
seconds then he too will be traveling at 70 MPH within another 2 seconds. If it takes him 3 seconds to recognize a widening gap and
react to it then it will take another 2 seconds for his speed to match the bike ahead of him.
In the best case (2 second react/respond time) the gap between the bikes will have grown to 117 feet, and if it took 3 seconds that gap
would have grown to 132 feet.
Clearly once the speeds are the same the gaps will remain the same. BUT, since the group prefers to travel with a 'one second' gap
between bikes, the second bike MUST GO FASTER than the first one for a brief time in order to 'catch up.'
If we assume that the riders in this group are conservative and individually elect never to travel more than 5 MPH faster than the bike
ahead of them as they are closing their gaps then the second bike will continue to accelerate for 1 additional second and attain a
speed of 75 MPH while the first one continues at 70 MPH.
In fact, the second bike will have to ride for TWO SECONDS at 75 MPH while the first one rides at 70 MPH in order to close the
gap to 106 feet, and then he takes 1 more second decelerating to 70 MPH during which the gap between them reduces itself to the
desired 103 feet.
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This little example of the dynamics between just two bikes is trivial in consequence and easy to understand. With modest effort it can
be seen, however, to be anything but trivial farther back in the pack.
Let's look at the third bike in the group. About 2 seconds after the SECOND bike begins to accelerate the third one follows suit.
Three seconds later the gap between the second and third bike has, as expected, become 117 feet. But, because the second bike is
traveling at 75 MPH at that time rather than 70 MPH like the first bike, the gap continues to widen and within one more second becomes 128 feet. Clearly the third bike must use more effort to catch up to the second bike than the second bike needed to catch up
with the lead bike. Indeed, the third bike will have to accelerate to 75 MPH and will have to maintain that speed for FOUR SECONDS instead of the two required by the second bike in order to close up that gap.
WORSE, the next bike will find that the gap he has to close has grown to 132 feet before it begins to shorten and then ONLY IF HE
ACCELERATES TO 80 MPH instead of 75. This, because the third bike is traveling at 75 MPH rather than 70 MPH when the gap
has reached 132 feet. The gap would be larger still if bike number four merely accelerates to 75 MPH.
In a group of only six motorcycles, the last one will find the gap between himself and bike number five to grow to 143 feet before it
begins to close. He will have to accelerate to 80 MPH, hold that speed for three seconds, drop to 75 MPH for an additional three seconds, and then finally drop to the group speed of 70 MPH in order for all members of the group to end up with a 1-second gap between them.
Further, it will be at least 11 seconds after the lead bike has started to accelerate before the sixth bike does so. Imagine what will happen if during that time the lead bike applies his brakes in anticipation of entering a curve!!!!!!!!!
Though this was a trivial example it demonstrates very well what we have all experienced in the past - the 'rubber band' effect.
Imagine how PROFOUND this effect becomes when the example changes. For example, imagine what happens at the end of a string
of 20 bikes rather than only 6. Or what happens if the lead bike, upon exiting a 35 MPH curve, gooses his bike to 60 MPH as fast as
it can get there.
There are things that tend to mitigate these problems:
• Lead bikes can change speed more gradually.
• Lead bikes can announce speed changes over the CB and, thus, reduce reaction times for all.
• All bikes in a group can react to changes in speed of bikes that are farther ahead of them than just the one immediately ahead.
• The members of a group can simply NOT crank their throttles up to excessive speeds just to keep the group spacing 'correct'.
• A good group leader does NOT accelerate within 15 seconds of entering a curve (assuming he has to then slow down before
actually entering that curve.)
• The '1-second between bikes' rule should be abandoned whenever the group is riding 'twisties' - it makes sense only when traveling in a straight line on open highway.
• Never allow a group to become larger than SIX bikes if even one of the riders is inexperienced with group riding. Never larger
than EIGHT bikes even if all are familiar with the riding habits of each other. If you think that the 'rubber band' effect is a problem
when accelerating think of what happens during braking!!

Copyright 1992 - 2012 by The Master Strategy Group, all rights reserved.
http://www.msgroup.org
(James R. Davis is a recognized expert witness in the fields of Motorcycle Safety/Dynamics.)
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Guys ride to Tennessee:
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Chapter W Breakfast

Be sure to get your ticket for
a chance to win this beautiful table Bob made, and help
our Relay for Life team
raise money.
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Don’t pick
on Norm

May gathering

Kent talking about selling bike tickets. Be sure to
come to K-mart on June 2nd to help sell tickets.
The more tickets we sell, the more money the
chapter gets!
Congratulations Beth!
50/50/ winner.

REMINDER:
Because of the construction on
M52 in Adrian, we’ll be meeting at
the Family Kitchen at the corner
of 223 & Treat Hwy for all rides.
Don’t go to Hobby Lobby! You’ll be
there all by yourself…...

Midnight Ride:
Normandy Motel
Call Elvis at 800-227-6373
August 16,17, 18. He quoted Don a
price of $194.88 for the 3 nights…
May 2012
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Ed & Vicki, Ken & Patti and Craig attended the
Spring Officers meeting in Midland.

Chapter W’s Mall Show at the Adrian Mall, April 13th
& 14th. Thanks Tonya for making the arrangements
and thanks to everyone who came out to help watch
the bikes and talked to people about riding!!
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Upcoming Rides and Events:
NATIONAL EVENTS
July 4th-July 7th

WING DING 34 - Ft. Wayne, Indiana

REGION D EVENTS
September 2012

REGION D RALLY - TBA

MORE INFO visit www.gwrra-regiond.org

MICHIGAN DISTRICT EVENTS
August 2-5,2012 MI DISTRICT RALLY - Midland, MI

CHAPTER W & Area Events
Wednesday Night Dinner Rides (see calendar)
May 28th
Memorial Day Parade
Tec Big Boy
Line up
June 3rd
June 10th
June 14-16
June 16th
June 24th

W2-Birthday Party
Bob Evans
Country Kitchen
W-Gathering
E-Fun Run
Ohio District Rally
Zukey Lake Dinner Ride
D2-Fun Run

?

8:00am
9:00am
8:30am
10:00am
9:00am
After gathering
2:00pm
TBA

FRIENDS FOR FUN, SAFETY AND KNOWLEDGE
Visit Chapter W
Monthly gatherings: Held the 2nd Sunday of every month
at 9:00 a.m. at the VFW Hall located at
726 N. Main Street in Adrian.
CHAPTER W WEBSITE:
April 2012

www.gwrra-mi.org/chapter/w
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Assistant Chapter Directors
Ed & Vicki Philo
(517) 423-8369

Chapter Directors
Ken & Patti Kintner
(517) 902-9893

6/24
D2 Fun Run
Dick & Karen Lead
9:30am

6/23 or 6/24
ARC - Stockbridge

6/16
Zukey Lake Tavern
Kent Leads 2pm

6/16 or 6/17
ARC - Ionia

6/14 - 6/16
Ohio District Rally

6/10 Gathering
Chapter E Fun Run After

6/3
W2 Picnic
(4th Birthday)
Fred Leads 10:00am
Bob Evans 8:30

6/2 & 6/3 Bike Tickets
At KMART

June Events

Chapter W

BIKE TICKETS
KMART

26

Scott Griewahn

19

12

5

T

Lonestar Dundee

Kinsey

T

21

Don Stoddard

14

7

Mark Szymanski

27Bob & Marcy 28

Hungry Wolf

Marlene
McKimmy

20

Grasshopper

13

JR’s Brooklyn

Wayne Escott

6

W

ARC Ionia

ZUKEY
LAKE

16

9

2
BIKE
TICKETS
KMART

S

29

22

30

Rick & Dianne Marsh
Frank & Teresa
Nadeau

ARC Stockbridge

23

OHIO DISTRICT RALLY

15

8

Becky Liedel

1

F

June
June
June
June

6th - JR’s Hometown Grill - 11551 Brooklyn Rd. - Brooklyn, MI
13th - Grasshopper - 445 Airport Hwy. - Wauseon, OH
20th - The Hungry Wolf - 20400 E. Austin Rd. - Manchester, MI
27th - Lonestar Steakhouse - 123 Whitetail Dr. - Dundee, MI

If you are joining at restaurant CALL reservation to 605-2544 B4 5:00pm

Rides leave Family Kitchen Parking Lot (Treat & 223) at 6:00 pm

DINNER RIDES Selected by: Scott & Sherrie Griewahn

D2 - Fun Run

ARC Stockbridge

M

Jim Faust
Dale & Juanita

18

11

4

ARC Ionia
24
25

17

Gathering
E Fun Run After

10

W2 Picnic

3

S

6/27
Bob & Marcy Kinsey

6/23
Rick & Dianne Marsh
Frank & Teresa Nadeau

6/18
Dale & Juanita Mitchell

June
Anniversaries

6/1 - Becky Liedel
6/6 - Wayne Escott
6/14 - Don Stoddard
6/18 - Jim Faust
6/19 - Scott Griewahn
6/20 - Marlene McKimmy
6/28 - Mark Szymanski

June
Birthdays

Maple
City
Wings

G.W.R.R.A. of Michigan, Chapter W
Ken & Patti Kintner
820 Toledo Street
Adrian, MI 49221
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